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Abstract
As multicast services become prevalent, it is important to find
viable solutions for multicasting to mobile nodes. This problem
is complicated by the necessity to support multicast services over
existing backbone and access networks which may have varying
network and/or link layer multicasting capabilities. While most
work on supporting multicast services focuses on the IP layer
solution, we propose an application-layer approach to providing
multicast services to mobile users traversing networks with
diverse multicast capabilities. We propose placing multicast
proxies in the backbone and access networks to provide several
multicast-related functions at the application layer including
creating virtual application-layer multicast trees for
dynamically tunneling through non-multicast-capable networks.
In this paper, we describe our proposed application-layer
multicast architecture and its advantages to third-party service
providers for multicasting to mobile users in diverse networks.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multicasting services are increasing in popularity as
service providers take advantage of multicasting solutions to
efficiently distribute content to a large number of users. For
example, multicasting can be used to provide streaming
content such as news or video to many subscribers.
Additionally, multicast services could be used to provide
location-based information such as traffic reports and
advertisements tailored for users in a specific geographical
area. While these applications gain performance when the
underlying network supporting them have multicasting
capabilities, the networks are not consistent in this capability
across the entire infrastructure reaching the user. This is
especially true when IP multicasting is not ubiquitous to all
networks. The quality of multicast services also becomes
problematic when service providers consider the wireless
network environment and the maintenance of multicast
sessions to users moving through various access network
types.
Multicast services are supported currently by the
deployment of techniques such as IP multicasting in the
network to efficiently handle these applications. IP-layer
multicast solutions for wired networks have been thoroughly
investigated for non-mobile users. Joining and advertisement
of multicast groups is handled through standard protocols
such as IGMP (Internet Group Management Protocol) [1][2].
Multicast packets are generally routed along a single shared
tree or multiple source-based spanning trees for efficient
distribution. Optimized paths are established and maintained
by multicast routing protocols such as PIM [3][4]. While
general multicast techniques do not handle large numbers of
distinct multicast groups which may be needed to designate
location-specific multicast services, Explicit Multicast and

SSM solutions have been proposed to address this problem.
Explicit Multicast (Xcast) [5] packets include addresses of all
nodes in the multicast group and is useful if the membership
in each group is small. In source specific multicast (SSM) [6]
each multicast group is not only defined by a multicast
address but also by a sending, or source, IP address. Thus,
SSM allows content providers to support services without
requiring a unique IP multicast address. These techniques can
be used to support localized services whereby a single
address is used to specify a location-based service but a
different source may be used in each location.
Although multicast-related work has been done in wired
networks, wireless networks introduce other considerations. It
is desirable from the user’s point of view to maintain
multicast services from any point of attachment to the
network. For example, users in cars moving through different
access networks will desire the capability to continuously
receive multicast streams and location-specific information.
Research relevant to support multicasting for mobile
nodes, has been done specifically for Mobile IP [7]. The bidirectional tunneling solution for Mobile IP puts the burden
of forwarding the multicast packets to mobile users on the
Home Agent (HA). However, when an HA has a number of
users in the same multicast group visiting the same foreign
network, tunneling multiple multicast packets to the foreign
network is inefficient. To avoid the duplication of multicast
packets, remote subscription has been proposed whereby a
user desiring to join a multicast group will do so in each
visited network through the Foreign agent (FA). However,
this requires that after every handoff the user must rejoin a
multicast group. In addition, the multicast trees used to route
multicast packets will be updated after every handoff to track
multicast group membership. To limit tree updates and
duplication of multicast packets, proxies or agent-based
solutions have also been proposed [8][9][10].
Current multicast solutions rely on knowledge and control
of the network routers to perform multicast routing. However,
the deployment of multicast has not been completed and is
not ubiquitous to all wireline and wireless networks.
Tunneling techniques have been proposed to route IP
multicast packets to stationary users across non-multicastenabled networks. Automatic Multicast Tunneling (AMT)
[11] uses an encapsulation interface which takes multicast IP
packets and encapsulates them in unicast packets to traverse
over unicast-only networks. Similarly, UDP Multicast
Tunneling Protocol (UMTP) [12] encapsulates UDP multicast
packets and tunnels them through non-multicast capable
networks.
Service providers require the ability to efficiently multicast
to mobile users through various networks. From the service

provider’s point of view, this requires some understanding of
the multicasting capabilities in the various access networks
over which service is provided. In most cases, the service
provider will have limited knowledge and control over the
backbone and/or the access networks. In addition, the service
provider must be able to track the location of the mobile users
in order to update and maintain location-based services. For
example, in each new local area, the multicast group
membership may change in order to reflect a different filter
for the appropriate location–specific information.
Our proposed solution provides an infrastructure to evolve
with the multicast capabilities of the network based on
application-layer multicast and tunneling techniques.
Although there has been some work to support multicast
using an application-layer approach [12], our architecture
supports user mobility through access networks with varying
multicast capabilities. We introduce additional elements in
the backbone and access networks to identify and tailor
multicast services to users based on the location and access
network information.
In Section II we detail our considerations in designing the
application-layer multicast approach. In Section III we
describe an application-layer multicast architecture to support
third-party multicast services. We discuss multicasting using
our architecture in Section IV and mobility support in Section
V. In Section VI we provide our conclusions and future
direction.
II. DESIGN CONSDERATIONS
The objective of the application-layer multicast
architecture is to provide a solution which allows a service
provider to efficiently multicast information from a media
server acting as the information source and located in the
backbone network to the user roaming across different access
networks.
We design the application-layer solution with the
following considerations in mind.
• User mobility during multicast: As a user moves
between networks of different capabilities our solution
should be able to maintain multicast sessions and if
needed update geographical information for locationspecific needs. As part of this, we should be able to
handle handoff between dissimilar multicast-capable
access networks. Maintaining the multicast session
may require updating the multicast group membership
as well as updates on the multicast capabilities of the
new access network. The solution should take
advantage of known information about the access and
backbone networks to properly configure user devices
and other application-layer elements to use multicast
techniques. We also consider the minimum
information required from the network provider to
understand the multicasting available in the network.
• Multicasting for location-specific services: The
multicast solution should be able derive location
information based on advertised information about the

access network or user’s local area. The architecture
should have the flexibility to handle various locationbased filtering mechanisms. In addition, the point
where the location information will be used to update
the tailoring of services to the user should be near the
mobile user to work efficiently. This is especially true
if users are highly mobile and constant location
updates will be outdated quickly if forwarded to
remote network elements.
• Multicast address management: We also consider
how to handle addressing when there may be many
multicast groups. This is true if we have many
location-based services and plan to use a different
multicast address for each local area. If indeed unique
multicast addresses are required, we then need to
consider the interaction between the address manager
and the set-up of local multicast proxies for specific
services.
To support these goals and provide a flexible architecture
to use the underlying network capabilities, we propose an
application-layer solution. This would allow third-party
service providers to support multicast services across access
and backbone networks with incompatible multicast
capabilities. The multicast architecture should overlay on the
existing backbone and access network but take advantage of
underlying multicast capabilities when possible. In addition,
the architecture chosen should require limited control and
knowledge of the underlying capabilities of the access and
backbone networks.
III. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
We propose an application-layer multicast architecture to
support the multicast services from third-party service
providers to mobile users. We accomplish our goals by
establishing servers as multicast proxies in the backbone
network and the edges of the access networks. The proxies
will relay information from the media server to the users
across diverse networks. The proxies along with the user
devices will form virtual networks which will be under the
full control of the service provider. The virtual network
consists of three types of entities, the backbone proxies, the
local proxies and the user devices as shown in Figure 1. We
describe the functions of each for supporting multicast in the
following sections.
A. Backbone Proxy
In the backbone network, the backbone proxies form the
virtual network using tunnels (e.g., UMTP) between
neighboring backbone proxies. In addition, these proxies can
connect to the media servers and act as gateways to the
mobile users. The virtual network of proxies can be preconfigured since these nodes are fully controlled by the
service provider. The topology and tunneling among the
backbone proxies are relatively fixed but can be updated
periodically as proxies are removed or added into the

network. In addition, the backbone proxies should have
knowledge about whether its part of the network is multicastenabled or not. This is basic information about the
surrounding network that a network provider should be able
to supply.
As part of its function, the backbone proxy will intercept
multicast packets from the media server. The multicast
packets may be forwarded along the multicast route as
determined by the multicast IP address and routing tables.
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Figure 1: Multicast architecture with virtual network of proxies

The multicast packets can also be tunneled across nonmulticast capable networks to the next-hop backbone proxy
in order to reach the mobile user. The next-hop proxy is
determined from the virtual network routing information. For
different multicast groups, the virtual network can be used to
form different virtual multicast trees, which will efficiently
route tunneled multicast packets through the backbone
network.
B.

Local Proxy
Servers will also be located at the edge of the access
network to act as local multicast proxies within the access
network. The local area that the local multicast proxy
manages may consist of one or more access networks
depending on the geographical coverage of the access
networks. The local proxies will join the virtual network of
backbone proxies. They will advertise their multicast services
to users in the local area and identify the proper multicast
groups to join, if desired. Service requests from the user are
intercepted by the local proxies which will also act as a
gateway for the user to reach servers in the backbone
networks. In addition, the proxy will determine the multicast
capabilities of the access networks and tunnel through the
access network to the user if no multicast is available at the
lower network layers.
Local proxies may also support other functions. The local
proxies can be used to provide seamless handoff of mobile
users traversing access networks while in a multicast session.

For non-location specific application, this is accomplished by
allowing users to maintain the same multicast address even
though a user’s IP address may change. The local proxy may
also filter information received from the media server and
tailor it for the specific location-based multicast service. Thus
for location-based information, handoff between the current
local proxies and the target local proxies may be supported
using soft handoff techniques which will allow users to
maintain location services while local proxies update
location-based information.
C. User Device
The user device, typically located within a moving vehicle,
will have the capability of joining specific multicast groups
through the local proxy using IGMP or RTCP[14]. It will
receive IP multicast packets or tunneled multicast packets
from the local proxies while in the local area of the proxies.
The user devices may have a number of tunneling techniques
it is capable of utilizing to handle multicast packets received
in a non-multicast-capable access network. Thus, the user
devices will have the capability of switching the tunneling on
and off as required as they traverse various access network
types. The tunneling is triggered by the capability of the
access network as advertised by the local proxy.
IV. MULTICASTING
The proposed multicast architecture has the capability to
use IP multicast when available. However, general multicast
requires that unique multicast IP addresses must be used to
identify a multicast group. This requires negotiation with a
global multicast address allocation server to determine unique
multicast addresses for each multicast service. This is even
more difficult if unique multicast addresses are needed for
each local area for the purposes of location-based services.
In order to manage multiple groups for multicast services,
we propose using the Source Specific Multicast [6] scheme
which identifies a multicast group by both the source IP
address and the IP multicast address. The source address
would be provided by the media server supporting the
service. A backbone proxy can be selected to assign multicast
addresses for multicast services in local areas. Both TTL
scoped and administratively scoped multicast address
management may be considered in order to minimize the
multicast address management overhead required for
assigning unique multicast addresses to each multicast group
in each local area.
For different applications, the multicast group membership
may implemented in such as way that membership changes
for each coverage area. For example, video multicast may be
identified by the same server and multicast address in a
number of adjacent local areas since this information may not
be filtered to be location-specific. On the other hand, for
location-specific applications, it is more likely that there will
be many distinct multicast groups, i.e., one for each local
area. For local information, such as traffic conditions and
advertisements, a common multicast address may be used in

group. The backbone proxies will then forward packets to the
local proxies using tunneling or native IP multicasting. In
turn, the local proxies will send packets using native IP
multicasting, or tunneling if the access network does not
support multicast. The tunneling will be triggered in the user
device to properly decapsulate tunneled multicast packets.
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Figure 2: Multicasting through multicast-capable and non-multicastenabled networks

every coverage area, but the server address may be different
to provide the correct local information for the coverage area.
Consider the scenario shown in Figure 2. The users in both
access networks desire certain services from the media
server. They contact their local proxies who will forward
their request to the backbone proxy. Part of the local proxy’s
request may be to join the multicast group or create a virtual
route to the local proxy. For example, for the path on the left
side of the backbone and access network, we assume that the
backbone network has no multicast capability so packets are
tunneled across the virtual links to the local proxy. The
virtual links chosen in the backbone should be used to setup a
multicast tree for efficient distribution to local proxies whose
users require the same service. The virtual route to the
various local proxies can be quickly determined from the
topology tables already pre-configured in the backbone
proxies. In addition, since the access network is not multicast
capable, the local proxies tunnel the packets to the mobile
users. The user device will then decapsulate the packets and
process the multicast packets that are enclosed.
On the right side of the network, the multicast capabilities
are enabled in the backbone and in the access network. As a
result, the multicast packets can be sent without interference
by either the local or backbone proxies since the underlying
IP multicasting will handle the multicast routing. The
message flow for a user joining a multicast group through the
local proxy is shown in Figure 3. The user would join the
multicast group, either locally or globally defined, as
advertised by the local proxy based on the information
supplied by the service provider. The local proxy may or may
not be part of the multicast group. However, the local proxy
advertises all services it can potentially support and only
joins multicast groups based on the subscription to the
specific services by users in its local area. If the local proxy is
not already part of the multicast group being requested by the
user, it will forward JOINs to backbone proxies. Based on the
type of service, the user will join the appropriate multicast
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Figure 3: Message flow for multicast JOINs

V. MOBILITY
Mobile users will be traversing various access networks
while maintaining multicast sessions. Since the mobility
updates, i.e. IP address changes, are controlled by the
network carrier, service providers need to be able to quickly
react to handoffs in order to update multicast group
membership or multicast location-based streams. Using the
multicast architecture, we can handoff between networks with
similar capabilities, e.g. between two multicast–enabled
networks, as well as between networks with dissimilar
multicast capabilities, e.g. between multicast and nonmulticast enabled access networks. For example, a user may
be in a multicast session via a tunneling setup (e.g., UMTP)
in a non-multicast-enabled network. When the user then
travels toward another network which is multicast-enabled,
the proxies in the backbone and the access networks can
negotiate among themselves to handle soft handoff of the
user into the new access network while maintaining the
multicast service. That is, the local proxies can join the
multicast group proactively for a mobile user about to enter
its local area.
We use Figure 2 again to describe a possible scenario with
the source local proxy sitting in a multicast-enabled access
network and the target local proxy sitting on the edge of a
non-multicast-enabled access network. We can assume the
backbone network is multicast capable for simplicity. We
also assume there are other users in the same multicast group

in the initial access network or local area but not in the target
local area. Since initially the user is in a multicast-enabled
access network, the local proxy is part of the IP multicast tree
and is not tunneling packets to the user.
When the user begins to move into a new access network it
can begin listening for possible services and tunneling
options. Based on the service requested by the user, the local
proxy will join the multicast group, if it is not part of it
already, and then advertise the tunneling technique to the user
as shown in Figure 4.
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If a user is to be provided location-specific information, the
user’s geographical location is required to be known by either
the media server who is streaming information to the user
and/or by the local proxy who is filtering the information to
the user. The multicast group may be updated in each area to
reflect the new location, either through the multicast address,
or source address, if using SSM. There are several ways to
determine the user's location. One possible method is to use
GPS at the user device. This information will then be
communicated to the media server or local proxies which
will filter the local news and traffic information accordingly.
Another method based on IP address is possible if IP address
assignment is location-specific. Then the network provider
can supply local proxies with a database of the IP address
pools for different locations or access networks.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
While networks slowly migrate to full multicast
deployment, there will be backbone and access networks
which are not multicast-enabled. We propose an applicationlayer multicast solution that can take advantage of multicast
capabilities at lower network layers while still supporting
multicast across non-multicast-enabled networks. In addition,

the proposed architecture also supports multicast service
continuity to mobile users.
We have utilize virtual networks and multicasting proxies
to handle multicasting to mobile users over diverse networks.
We create a virtual network of proxies which allows us to
take advantage of various levels of multicasting capability in
the physical network. By moving multicast to the application
layer, we avoid dependency on IP multicast and use tunneling
to route multicast packets across networks without IP
multicast. In addition, local proxies are used to advertise
access network multicast capabilities and dynamically trigger
tunnel creation to user devices in access networks which are
not multicast-enabled. The local proxies can also act as filters
for localized information and support location-based services
to mobile users. This provides an interim solution to mobile
multicast users while access and backbone networks slowly
evolve to full IP multicast-capable networks.
In future work, we plan to continue investigating mobility
and proxy-controlled handoff between multicast and nonmulticast-capable networks. In addition, we plan to study the
use of local multicast proxies to also perform unicast session
handoff seamlessly and work with SIP-based mobility.
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